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Content - Were the peace treaties of
1919–23 fair?
Focus Points
•

What were the motives and aims of the Big Three at Versailles?

•

Why did all the victors not get everything they wanted?

•

What was the impact of the peace treaty on Germany up to 1923?

•

Could the treaties be justified at the time?

Specified Content
• The peace treaties of 1919–23:
– the roles of individuals such as Wilson, Clemenceau and Lloyd George in the peacemaking process
– the impact of the treaties on the defeated countries
– contemporary opinions about the treaties.
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Name:

Diktat
Vengeance

Pragmatist

Clemenceau

Idealist

Lloyd George

‘German army not
defeated’/
Germany not
invaded

Date:

Stab in the back
Kaiser’s abdication

Circumstances of armistice

Wilson

Aims of Big Three
14 points:
1. No more secret alliances
2. Free navigation of all seas
3. No economic barriers between
countries
4. Reduction of arms
5. All decisions regarding colonies should
be impartial
6. German army removed from Russia
7. Belgium to regain independence.
8. France liberated and gets Alsace
Loraine back.
9. All Italians are allowed to live in Italy.
Borders to recognise nationality.
10. Self determination for those in AustriaHugary.
11. Self determination for Balkan states.
12. Turkish people should govern Turkey;
self determination for old Ottoman
empire.
13. Independent Poland should have
access to the sea.
14. League of Nations set up.

Economic
£6600 million in
instalments.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Restrictions:
army 100,000 men
no submarines,
no air force,
6 battleships,
no conscription
no Anschluss

Treaty of
Versailles

Terms

Is it fair?
Guilt
Article 231 - Germany accepts
responsibility for starting WWI
League of Nations - 42
members joined but
Germany not allowed.

Territory:
• Alsace-Lorraine to France
• Rhineland demilitarised
• Germany loses empire - L of N mandate
• Danzig made free city
• Saarland made L of N mandate (until
1935)
• Malmedy to Belgium
• Upper Silesia to Poland , and Polish
corridor
• Memel to Lithuania
• North Schleswig to Denmark.
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•
•
•
•
•

Yes:
June 1918
Brest Livosk
Schliefen Plan
Diktat

•
•
•
•
•
•

No:
Economy
League of Nations
Self determination
Alliance system
Diktat

The Big Three
David Lloyd George - Great Britain
Motivations: The British Empire has lost 800,000 men in WWI, and the Empire’s finances are struggling to cope with the cost of
the conflict. Public opinion in Britain demands that Germany is punished severely, and Lloyd George promises to ‘squeeze the
Germans until the pip squeaks.’ He wants to make sure the German Navy, a threat to Britain, is destroyed, and also has his eyes
on German colonies, as he wants to add them to the British empire. He is, however, very pragmatic, and gets the nickname ‘the
fox’ due to his cunning and manipulative nature. He knows that if Germany is punished too harshly, it will only lead to future
conflict. Before WWI, Germany was Britain’s largest trading partner in Europe, and Lloyd George realises that Germany must not
be crippled with reparations to the extent that it cannot trade with Britain in the future. After a landslide election victory in
December 1918, he privately acts to try and curb France’s desire for vengeance.
Georges Clemenceau - France
Motivations: France has suﬀered terribly from WWI. 1,200,000 Frenchmen have died, and the majority of the fighting has taken
place on French soil. Thousands of miles of rural France have been destroyed or ruined by 4 years of warfare. For many
Frenchman, this is the second time in their lifetime they have been invaded by the Germans, as many still remember 1870.
Clemenceau wants Germany to be crippled so it can never again threaten France. Some even want Germany to be broken up
into states as they were pre 1871. France also wants Germany to accept responsibility for the war, and pay reparations to help
to repair France. Clemenceau is nicknamed ‘the tiger’ for his fearsome temper.
Woodrow Wilson - America
Motivations: America has lost around 120,000 men during WWI, and they only enter the conflict in 1917. Their economy has
benefitted from the war, and Wilson is anxious to be able to trade with Germany after the war. He is anti-imperialist, which could
mean clashes with Britain, who have the largest empire in history. He also wants to eradicate the alliance system, which America
blames for causing WWI. He wants the League of Nations to be set up, to prevent further wars. He is seen as an idealist, and
he is less experienced than Lloyd George or Clemenceau at international politics due to America’s isolationism pre-WWI. Wilson
doesn’t want Germany to be punished too severely, but also thinks they should accept some blame for their part in the war.
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The Treaty of Versailles - the main clauses

This pleases
France and
Britain

1. Guilt – clause 231: Germany accepted blame ‘for causing all
the loss and damage’ of the war.
2. Army – army: 100,000/ no submarines/ no airplanes/ /
Rhineland de-militarised / navy limited to 6 battleships

This pleases
Britain reparations
are high, but
not as high as
France wanted.
This amount is
fixed in 1921.

This pleases
France Germany uniting
with Austria
would make her
too powerful

3. Reparations – £6,600 million – in instalments, until 1984.
4. Germany lost land – Alsace-Lorraine to France/ Saar to
France (15 years)/ Malmedy to Belgium/ North Schleswig
to Denmark/ West Prussia and Upper Silesia to Poland/
Danzig a ‘free city’/ Memel to Lithuania/ German colonies
became ‘mandates’ of the League of Nations.

This pleases
Britain - the
German navy is
no longer a threat

This pleases France
and Britain - France
gets the Alsace
back, and German
colonies are going
to be under French
and British
‘mandate’

5. League of Nations set up - Germany not invited to join.
6. Anschluss forbidden - Germany could not unite with
Austria.
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This pleases
Wilson

How is Europe changed by the Treaties?

Above: Europe in 1914 (left) and 1919 (right) post - Versailles. What is noticeable is the huge change, both in the size of the
central powers, and the number of new countries. This led to a dangerous situation in post war Europe - a number of new,
vulnerable and ethnically mixed states, surrounding the wounded Germany. By the end of 1939 Poland, Czechoslovakia,
Danzig, the Saarland and Austria would be under German control.
6

European land taken away from Germany in the treaty. The ‘Polish corridor’ gave Poland access to the sea, and caused
much anger in Germany. The Saarland would have a plebiscite after 15 years to determine if it returned to Germany.
Alsace Lorraine was given back to France.
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Is the Treaty of Versailles fair?

Yes

No

Key Points

Explanation

June 1918

Germany rejects Wilson’s 14 points in June 1918, when it looks like they are going to win the war.

Brest-Litovsk

The treaty imposed on Russia in March 1918 is far, far harsher . Russia loses 35% of her land. This was far harsher than the
Treaty of Versailles

Schlieffen Plan

Germany had planned to invade France first before fighting Russia since 1898. This plan also violated Belgium neutrality.
Germany declares war on France and Russia, only Britain declares war on Germany.

Diktat

Germany still had a large army and had not been invaded- a Diktat was the winner’s right, and needed to weaken the
Germans. The Germans had to accept what was given - they had lost the war!

Taxation

Germany had not significantly raised its taxes during WWI - it had planned to pay for the cost of the war by taking large
reparations from the countries it defeated.

Economy

The German economy was in no state to ever pay back the reparations - it was ravaged by war and civil unrest. What little
money the Germans had was needed to rebuild their country.

Alliance system

The alliance system was also to blame for the start of WWI - it was the alliance system that made an assassination in
Sarajevo a world war. To blame the war solely on Germany was unfair.

League of
Nations

If the League of Nations was meant to promote international peace and co-ordination, why wasn’t Germany invited to join?

Selfdetermination

For the Germans now living in Poland or Czechoslovakia, where was their self-determination?

Diktat

The Germans had no choice but to sign, or face invasion.
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The other treaties
St. Germain

10th October 1919

Austria and the Allies

Terms

Analysis

Austria lost land, which went to form Czechoslovakia, Poland and Yugoslavia.
Romania and Italy also gained land. Austria also had to pay reparations and disarm.

Marked the official end of the Austro-Hungarian Empire. Austria had now lost most of
its economic power, and its population had drastically fallen. This made Anschluss
seem more appealing.

Neuilly

27th November 1919

Bulgaria and the Allies

Terms

Analysis

Bulgaria lost territory to Greece, Yugoslavia and Romania. Bulgaria had to pay
reparations and disarm.

Over 1 million Bulgarians were now under foreign rule.

St. Trianon

4th June 1920

Hungary and the Allies

Terms

Analysis

Hungary lost land to Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia and Romania. Hungary had to pay
reparations and disarm.

Hungary, like Austria, lost most of its economic power (mostly in land to Romania),
and its population fell drastically.

Sevres

10th August 1920

Turkey and the Allies

Terms

Analysis

Turkey loses Eastern Thrace, various island and Smyrna to Greece, Rhodes to Italy,
Syria becomes a French Mandate, Palestine and Iraq become British mandates.

Turkey was outraged at this, especially the territorial loses to Greece. Turkey
protested vigorously, and led demonstrations, which led to a new nationalist
government.The new government rejects the treaty, and invades the new Greek
territory.

Lausanne

1923

Turkey and the Allies

Terms

Analysis

It is accepted that Turkey will have the territory taken from it by Greece, which it had
taken back by force between 1920-23.

Turkey was now viewed as the guardians of the Ottoman Empire, but it was clear
that Sevres had failed, and the Allies had failed to enforce it.
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Exam technique
8
9

Option B: 20th Century topic
SOURCE B

WAS GERMANY PUNISHED TOO HARSHLY IN THE TREATY OF VERSAILLES?
The future life of Europe was not the concern of the Allies in the negotiations. Their concerns related to
the future weakening of a strong and dangerous Germany, to revenge, and to the shifting by the victors
of their unbearable financial burdens onto the shoulders of the defeated.

Study the Background Information and the sources carefully, and then answer all the questions.

The policy of reducing Germany to servitude for a generation, of degrading the lives of millions of
human beings, and of depriving a whole nation of happiness, should be abhorrent and detestable.
Nations have no right to use peace treaties to punish the children of their enemies.

Background Information
The Paris Peace Conference took place in 1919–20. The resulting Treaty of Versailles punished
Germany in a number of ways, including making Germany pay reparations to the Allies. Although
a German delegation was present at Paris, it was not allowed to take part in the negotiations. The
terms of the Treaty were really decided by Britain, France and the USA, and Germany was forced to
accept them. There were claims at the time that the Treaty was far too harsh on Germany and would
cause problems in the future. However, others have argued that Germany should have been punished
more harshly, and that the effects on Germany have been exaggerated. Was Germany punished too
harshly?

The Treaty includes no provisions for the economic recovery of Europe. The Council of Four paid no
attention to these issues, being preoccupied with others – Clemenceau to crush the economic life of
his enemy.
From ‘The Economic Consequences of the Peace’ by J M Keynes, published in 1919.
Keynes resigned from the British delegation at Paris.
The book was a best-seller in Britain and Germany.

SOURCE C

SOURCE A
The United States expected the Europeans to pay back the money they had borrowed during the
war. For the Europeans, reparations promised a way to pay off their debts. France had suffered the
most direct damage, but Britain had spent the most. There were intense debates over the question of
how much Germany could pay. If the figure were set too high, the German economy might collapse,
which would not help British exporters. If too low, Germany would be getting away lightly. Because the
peacemakers could not agree on a final figure, a special commission would be set up to determine
what Germany should pay. This understandably brought charges from the Germans that they were
being asked to sign a blank cheque.
Although historians are increasingly coming to the conclusion that the burden was never as great as
Germany claimed, reparations remain the main symbol of the peace. The standard view is that the
reparations stand as evidence of a vindictive, short-sighted and poisonous document. Responsibility for
the disastrous consequences, so the argument goes, starts with the peacemakers of 1919. However,
Hitler did not wage war because of the Treaty of Versailles. Even if Germany had been left with its
old borders, and its military forces, he still would have wanted more. When war came in 1939, it was
a result of twenty years of decisions taken or not taken, not of the arrangements made in 1919. The
peacemakers tried to build a better world but they struggled with huge and difficult questions.
From a history book published in 2001.

A German cartoon published in 1919. The mother is saying to the child, ‘When we have
paid one hundred billion marks then I can give you something to eat.’
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SOURCE D

SOURCE E
I have the honour to present to your Excellency the report on the effect of the Peace Terms on the
situation of the German population. When the territorial clauses of the Peace Treaty go into effect
Germany will lose in the East the most important regions for the production of wheat and potatoes. The
Peace Treaty provides for the loss of almost a third of the production of our coal fields; in addition to
that loss, enormous deliveries of coal to various Allied countries are imposed on us for ten years.
After the economic repression caused by the loss of her Merchant Fleet and her foreign possessions,
Germany will no longer be in a position to import raw materials in sufficient quantities from abroad. As
a matter of course an enormous part of German industry would thus be condemned to extinction.
After a very short time Germany would therefore no longer be in a position to provide bread and work
to its many millions of persons forced to earn their daily bread by trade and commerce.
The Peace would impose upon Germany many times the number of human lives cost it by this war
of four years and a half. Those who sign this treaty, will sign the death sentence of many millions of
German men, women and children.
I believe that my duty, before beginning the discussion of other details of the treaty, is to bring to the
attention of the Allied Delegations this summary of the problems facing the German people.
From a report submitted to Clemenceau on 13 May 1919 by the German Delegation
during the negotiations at Versailles.

SOURCE F
The greatest fraud in the history of the world is now being carried out in Germany, with the full support
of its population. This fraud is being carried out under the very noses of the Allies. Germany is full of
wealth. It is humming like a beehive. The comfort and prosperity of its people amazed me when I was
there. Poverty is almost non-existent. Yet this is the country that is determined it will not pay its debts.
It is a nation of actors. If it was not for the fact that the German has no humour, one might imagine the
whole nation was carrying out a great practical joke!
From a letter published in a British newspaper from a businessman who had just
returned from Germany, April 1922.

A British cartoon published in 1919.
SOURCE G
The terms are in many respects terrible terms to impose upon a country. Terrible were the deeds which
it has to pay for. Germany not merely provoked, but planned the most devastating war the earth has
ever seen. It deliberately embarked upon it, not to defend itself against assailants, but to expand itself
at the expense of its neighbours. I cannot think of a worse crime.
The aim of the Treaty is to compel Germany, in so far as it is in its power, to restore, to repair and
to redress. Yes, and to take every possible precaution of every kind that is in our power against the
repetition of another such crime – to make such an example as will discourage ambitious peoples from
ever attempting to repeat the infamy.
Lloyd George, speaking in Parliament, July 1919.
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SOURCE H

Now answer all the following questions. You may use any of the sources to help you answer the
questions, in addition to those sources which you are told to use. In answering the questions you
should use your knowledge of the topic to help you interpret and evaluate the sources.
1

Study Sources A and B.
How far do these two sources agree? Explain your answer using details of the sources.

2

[7]

Study Sources C and D.
Would the cartoonist of Source C have agreed with Source D? Explain your answer using details
of the sources and your knowledge.
[8]

3

Study Sources E and F.
How far does Source F make Source E surprising? Explain your answer using details of the
sources and your knowledge.
[8]

A cartoon published in a British newspaper, 1921. The figures on the right are the
Prime Minister of France, Briand, and Lloyd George. Lloyd George is saying to Briand,
‘Perhaps it would pull better if we let it touch earth.’

4

Study Source G.
How far do you trust Lloyd George in this source? Explain your answer using details of the source
and your knowledge.
[7]

5

Study Source H.
Why was this cartoon published in 1921? Explain your answer using details of the source and your
knowledge.
[8]

6

Study all the sources.
How far do these sources provide convincing evidence that Germany was punished too harshly in
the Treaty of Versailles? Use the sources to explain your answer.
[12]

THE FIRST THING TO DO - Read ALL sources before you look at the questions. Spend at least 10 minutes doing this.
Read every caption, and the background information that is given. Check the dates of all the sources. Cambridge does not
give information unless it is useful! Look at the topic - in this case ‘was Germany punished too harshly in the treaty of
Versailles?’ and think about it when you are reading the sources.
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20th Century option
1

This is what we need to do - compare the sources for
the ‘big message’. The ‘big message’ means the
purpose of the source, and a summarisation of what
it is saying. ‘Compare’ means we need to note both
their similarities and diﬀerences. How do we do this?

Study Sources A and B. How far do these two sources agree? Explain your answer using
details of the sources.
Level 0 No evidence submitted or response does not address the question.

[0]

Level 1 Writes about sources without making a comparison.

[1]

Level 2 Identifies information that is in one source but not in the other
OR
Compares the provenance of the sources
OR
Identifies information that is in both sources.
[2]
8
Level 3 Compares the sources for agreement OR disagreement of detail or sub message [3–4]
B: 20th
Century
topic both show treaty was vindictive.
e.g. Agreement: GermanyOption
punished
/humiliated
in both,
e.g. Disagreement: Peacemakers concerned re future in A but not in B, also disagree
WAS GERMANY
TOO HARSHLY IN THE TREATY OF VERSAILLES?
whether
it was fairPUNISHED
or not.
Level 4 Compares the sources for agreement AND disagreement of detail or sub message. [5–6]
Study the Background Information and the sources carefully, and then answer all the questions.
Level 5 Compares the sources for the big message
[7]
i.e. the authors’ views either about the future or whether it was bad or not quite so bad.
Background Information
2

The
Paris
PeaceCConference
took the
place
in 1919–20.
The resulting
Treaty
of Versailles
punished
Study
Sources
and D. Would
cartoonist
of Source
C have
agreed
with Source
D?
Germany
in a answer
number using
of ways,
including
Germany
payknowledge.
reparations to the Allies. Although
Explain your
details
of themaking
sources
and your
a German delegation was present at Paris, it was not allowed to take part in the negotiations. The
terms
the evidence
Treaty were
really decided
by Britain,
and the
and Germany was forced
Level 0of No
submitted
or response
does France
not address
theUSA,
question.
[0]to
accept them. There were claims at the time that the Treaty was far too harsh on Germany and would
cause
in the the
future.
However,
others
have argued
that Germany should have been punished
Level 1problems
Writes about
sources
without
addressing
the question.
[1]
more harshly, and that the effects on Germany have been exaggerated. Was Germany punished too
harshly?
Level 2 Undeveloped use of provenance (no interpretation of the cartoons)
[2]
i.e. one is German, the other British so they would disagree.

Step 1 - Now re-read Sources A & B very carefully. Look at when they are published, by whom, and for what purpose. Start
making notes about their similarities and their diﬀerences. Highlight or underline useful phrases or points.
SOURCE
A interpretation of one or both sources but no comparison.
Level 3 Valid

[3]

The
States expected
the bases
Europeans
to on
paya back
the money
LevelUnited
4 Compares
C and D but
answer
misreading
of D they had borrowed during the
war. For the
Europeans,
reparations
a way
to pay
off their
France
had
suffered the
i.e. they
agree because
bothpromised
criticise the
treaty
or both
showdebts.
sympathy
with
Germany.
most direct
ORdamage, but Britain had spent the most. There were intense debates over the question of
how much
Germany
could
pay. If theoffigure
were set too high, the German economy might collapse,
Makes
a valid
comparison
sub messages.
[4–6]
which would
not help
British
exporters.
If toodisagree.)
low, Germany would be getting away lightly. Because the
(Award
6 marks
only
if agree and
peacemakers could not agree on a final figure, a special commission would be set up to determine
what
should pay.of
This
brought charges from the Germans that they were
LevelGermany
5 Valid comparison
big understandably
message.
being asked
to sign
a blank cheque.
Shows
cartoonist
view – C shows what was done to be absolutely terrible, whilst D
shows agreement with what has been done.
[7–8]
Although historians are increasingly coming to the conclusion that the burden was never as great as
Germany claimed, reparations remain the main symbol of the peace. The standard view is that the
reparations stand as evidence of a vindictive, short-sighted and poisonous document. Responsibility for
the disastrous consequences, so the argument goes, starts with the peacemakers of 1919. However,
Hitler did not wage war because of the Treaty of Versailles. Even if Germany had been left with its
old borders, and its military forces, he still would have wanted more. When war came in 1939, it was
a result of twenty years of decisions taken or not taken, not of the arrangements made in 1919. The
peacemakers tried to build a better world but they struggled with huge and difficult questions.
From a history book published in 2001.

9
SOURCE B
The future life of Europe was not the concern of the Allies in the negotiations. Their concerns related to
the future weakening of a strong and dangerous Germany, to revenge, and to the shifting by the victors
of their unbearable financial burdens onto the shoulders of the defeated.
The policy of reducing Germany to servitude for a generation, of degrading the lives of millions of
human beings, and of depriving a whole nation of happiness, should be abhorrent and detestable.
Nations have no right to use peace treaties to punish the children of their enemies.
The Treaty includes no provisions for the economic recovery of Europe. The Council of Four paid no
attention to these issues, being preoccupied with others – Clemenceau to crush the economic life of
his enemy.
From ‘The Economic Consequences of the Peace’ by J M Keynes, published in 1919.
Keynes resigned from the British delegation at Paris.
The book was a best-seller in Britain and Germany.

SOURCE C
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Step 2 - Now in your notes, make a table of the similarities and diﬀerences between A and B, and note the message of both.
Similarities

• War loans to America a possible reason for reparations.
• Both state that France and Britain had debts

Diﬀerences
• It was hard for the Allies to agree on a figure for reparations / Allies
knew if reparations were too high it would destroy Germany’s
economy (A) - Allies didn’t care about German economy (B)
• Peacemakers tried to make a better world (A) - Peacemakers out for
revenge (B)
• Burden was not as great as Germany claimed (A), - ‘unbearable
burden’ (B)
• Mentions Clemenceau wanting revenge (B)

Message of A

Message of B

The T of V was not as harsh as Germany made out, and the Allies did
their best to make a better world.

The T of V guaranteed that Germany would be crippled and was
motivated by revenge

Step 3 - Now start writing. Remember to not make your quotes too long - try to keep your answer concise. Assume that for every
question in Paper 2, you must get 1 mark every 2 minutes, so don’t spend more than 15 minutes on this question (including the
reading and planning). The question does not ask us why the sources disagree, so we do not need to mention provenance. Also
remember to answer the question directly - ‘how far do they agree?’
Sources A and B disagree about the Treaty of Versailles. They agree on is that war loans from America were a factor in the
reparations, as they enabled Britain and France to pay back the money they owed America. Both also agree that Britain and
France had debts to pay oﬀ. This is where the similarities end. A mentions how ‘there was intense debates over the question of
how much Germany could pay’ as if Germany had to pay too much, it would cripple their economy. However, B claims that the
Allies had no concern for the economic recover of Germany. B calls the reparations an ‘unbearable burden’, whereas A claims
that ‘the burden was never as great as Germany claimed.’ B also singles out Clemenceau for wanting to ‘crush the economic life
of his enemy’, but A never refers to the Big Three individually. A claims that the peacemakers did their best to make a better
world, but B argues that revenge was their main motivation. Overall, the sources agree on very little, as A is saying that the treaty
was not as harsh as Germany made out, and the Allies had noble intentions, whereas B is saying that the treaty guaranteed
Germany would be crippled.

14

Level 4 Compares the sources for agreement AND disagreement of detail or sub message. [5–6]
Level 5 Compares the sources for the big message
[7]
i.e. the authors’ views either about the future or whether it was bad or not quite so bad.

2

Study Sources C and D. Would the cartoonist of Source C have agreed with Source D?
Explain your answer using details of the sources and your knowledge.
Level 0 No evidence submitted or response does not address the question.

[0]

Level 1 Writes about the sources without addressing the question.

[1]

Level 2 Undeveloped use of provenance (no interpretation of the cartoons)
i.e. one is German, the other British so they would disagree.

[2]

9

LevelB3 Valid interpretation of one or both sources but no comparison.
SOURCE

[3]

We need to work out the message of the
cartoons, and compare the two. We
need to mention the provenance, but
this is not the main point of our answer.

The Level
future life
Europe wasCnot
theDconcern
of theanswer
Allies in on
the a
negotiations.
Their
related to
4 of
Compares
and
but bases
misreading
of concerns
D
the future weakening
of
a
strong
and
dangerous
Germany,
to
revenge,
and
to
the
shifting
by
the
victors
i.e. they agree because both criticise the treaty or both show sympathy
with Germany.
of their unbearable financial burdens onto the shoulders of the defeated.

OR
Makes aGermany
valid comparison
messages.
The policy of reducing
to servitudeof
forsub
a generation,
of degrading the lives of millions of
6 marks aonly
if agree
disagree.)
human beings,(Award
and of depriving
whole
nation and
of happiness,
should be abhorrent and detestable.

[4–6]

Nations have no right to use peace treaties to punish the children of their enemies.

Level 5 Valid comparison of big message.
The Treaty includes
no provisions
the economic
recovery
of Europe.
The Council
of Four paid no
Shows
cartoonistforview
– C shows
what
was done
to be absolutely
terrible, whilst D
attention to these issues, being preoccupied with others – Clemenceau to crush the economic life of
shows agreement with what has been done.
[7–8]
his enemy.

Step 1 - Study the sourcesKeynes
carefully
- look
fordelegation
any important
details. When were they drawn? By whom? Why? What is the
resigned from
the British
at Paris.
The book was a best-seller in Britain and Germany.
purpose of the cartoon? What is the message?
10
From ‘The Economic Consequences of the Peace’ by J M Keynes, published in 1919.

SOURCE D

SOURCE C

German therefore likely
to be biased
against treaty.
The content
and date
means its likely
this cartoon
was likely
drawn after the
treaty had
been signed.

A german mother cannot feed her
of reparations. She
is saying she must pay the
reparations before she can eat. All
of them are clearly starving.
Because of the figure stated, we
can infer that this cartoon was
drawn after the treaty was signed,
but before the reparation amount
was fixed - Germany is
complaining about the ‘blank
cheque’ mentioned in Source A.
The purpose is to show that
reparations are literally killing
Germany.

© University of Cambridge International Examinations
2011
child
because

A German cartoon published in 1919. The mother is saying to the child, ‘When we have
paid one hundred billion marks then I can give you something to eat.’

The Kaiser is being pushed oﬀ the
plank into the water by the Allies.
He looks reluctant. The caption
says ‘the finishing touch’. It
implies Germany is being forced
into the peace process, and will
not enjoy it. It may refer to the
Kaiser’s forced abdication (before
the allies would give an armistice,
or it could just refer to the fact the
peace is a diktat. Because
swimming on a nice day is a
pleasant thing, it suggests that
Germany is complaining for
nothing. The purpose is to show
Germany being forced to sign the
treaty, and its justified.
British - therefore likely to be in
favour of the treaty. It just says
1919, so we do not know if it is
before or after the treaty.

A British cartoon published in 1919.
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Step 2 - compare the messages. Remember all the questions you ask when analysing a cartoon (Why, what, when etc) lead to
the message.

Message C

Reparations are killing
Germany.

Message D

Similarities

Diﬀerences

Peace is a justified
diktat

Justified in Source D, Killing innocent
children in C. C mentions reparations, D
The Treaty is forced on Germany
just mentions whole peace process. D is
- Germany is not consenting
implying Germany is standing in the way
of the peace process.

Step 3 - Start writing. Describe what is happening in each source, but only briefly. Also mention their provenance , but
remember that is not the focus of this question. Compare the messages of both sources and directly answer the question.

Source C is A German cartoon showing a mother hugging her starving children, saying they can eat only when they have paid
their reparations. Source D is a British cartoon showing the Kaiser being pushed into the peace process by the Allies. Both
sources are biased as C is likely to criticise the cartoon, given the outrage in Germany when the treaty was signed. D is from a
British perspective, and it was felt by the majority that German complaints were unjustified. Both sources agree that Germany
was not consenting to the treaty. C specifically mentions reparations, and how it was crippling Germany. However D does not
mention any specific conditions of the treaty, but maintains that Germany was standing in the way of the peace process.
Therefore the two cartoonists would not have agreed at all, as Germany is portrayed as the victim in C, but in D is the one who is
at fault. It is not surprising that the two sources would not have agreed, and the British cartoon would naturally blame the
Germans, whereas the Allies are to blame from the German point of view.
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Study Sources E and F. How far does Source F make Source E surprising? Explain your
answer using details of the source and your knowledge.
Level 0 No evidence submitted or response does not address the question.

[0]
11

Level 1 Writes about sources but fails to address the question.
Level 2 Identifies something as surprising or not surprising but fails to offer any explanation
OR
Compares sources but offers no hint of surprised/not surprised.
Level 3 Answer based on undeveloped provenance.
Not surprised because they are from completely different dates
OR
Not surprised because one is British and the other French.

We have to compare the sources and
explain why E says what it does, and if
I have the honour to present to your Excellency the report on the effect of the Peace Terms on the
situation of the German
population.
When the territorial
clauses
of the
Peace Treaty go into effect
we
are surprised
that the
two
sources
[2]
Germany will lose in the East the most important regions for the production of wheat and potatoes. The
disagree. We have to use our own
Peace Treaty provides for the loss of almost a third of the production of our coal fields; in addition to
that loss, enormous deliveries
of coal to various
Allied
countries are imposed on us for ten years.
knowledge
of the
treaty.
[1]
SOURCE E

After the economic repression caused by the loss of her Merchant Fleet and her foreign possessions,
[3]
Germany will no longer be in a position to import raw materials in sufficient quantities from abroad. As
a matter of course an enormous part of German industry would thus be condemned to extinction.
Level 4 Uses differences between content of sources to check whether F makes E surprising. [4–5]

After a very short time Germany would therefore no longer be in a position to provide bread and work
Level 5 Uses cross reference to contextual knowledge to check whether F makes E surprising. to[6]
its many millions of persons forced to earn their daily bread by trade and commerce.

Level 6 Compares sources and evaluates F to show whether E is surprising/not surprising.

[7] Peace would impose upon Germany many times the number of human lives cost it by this war
The
of four years and a half. Those who sign this treaty, will sign the death sentence of many millions of
Level 7 Compares sources and explains why not surprised that the German delegation present
German men, women and children.
things in this way.
[8]

I believe that my duty, before beginning the discussion of other details of the treaty, is to bring to the
attention of the Allied Delegations this summary of the problems facing the German people.
4Step
Study
G. Howread
far do both
you trust
Lloyd George
in thistheir
source?
Explain your answer
1 Source
- carefully
sources.
Check
provenance
carefully. If the month is given, then it is important! Think of what
using details of the source and your knowledge.
From a report submitted to Clemenceau on 13 May 1919 by the German Delegation

has happened in between the publication of E and F, in regards to the treaty.
11 does not address the question.
Level 0 No evidence submitted or response

SOURCE E

Level 1 Paraphrases/writes about the sources but fails to answer the question.

during the negotiations at Versailles.

[0]
[1]
SOURCE
F

I have the honour to present to your Excellency the report on the effect of the Peace Terms on the
Level
undeveloped
Answer
simply
on Treaty
fact that
he was
The greatest fraud in the history of the world is now being carried out in Germany, with the full support
situation
of 2theUses
German
population. provenance.
When the territorial
clauses
of based
the Peace
go into
effectthe Prime
Minister.
of[2]
its population. This fraud is being carried out under the very noses of the Allies. Germany is full of
Germany will lose in the East the most important regions for the production of wheat and potatoes. The
Peace Treaty provides for the loss of almost a third of the production of our coal fields; in addition to
wealth. It is humming like a beehive. The comfort and prosperity of its people amazed me when I was
Level
3 Crossdeliveries
references
to sources/contextual
knowledge
to check
forforagreement
[3–4]
that loss,
enormous
of coal
to various Allied countries
are imposed
on us
ten years.
there. Poverty is almost non-existent. Yet this is the country that is determined it will not pay its debts.

e.g. shows that this is what the Treaty did.

It is a nation of actors. If it was not for the fact that the German has no humour, one might imagine the

After the economic repression caused by the loss of her Merchant Fleet and her foreign possessions,
whole nation was carrying out a great practical joke!
Germany
longer
be in a position
to import raw materials
in sufficient
quantities
As justified
Levelwill
4 no
Cross
references
to sources/contextual
knowledge
to check
thatfrom
the abroad.
Treaty was
a matter of course
enormous
part George
of German
would thus be condemned to extinction.
andan
therefore
Lloyd
canindustry
be trusted.
[5–6]
From a letter published in a British newspaper from a businessman who had just
After Level
a very5short
time
Germany
therefore
no longer
be inGeorge
a position
to provide
bread and
work
Puts
purpose
intowould
context
to show
that Lloyd
cannot
be trusted
as he
is justifying
to its many millions
of
persons
forced
to
earn
their
daily
bread
by
trade
and
commerce.
his actions to Parliament
[7]

e.g. he is making it appear tougher than it is.

The Peace would impose upon Germany many times the number of human lives cost it by this war
of four years and a half. Those who sign this treaty, will sign the death sentence of many millions of
German men, women and children.
I believe that my duty, before beginning the discussion of other details of the treaty, is to bring to the
attention of the Allied Delegations this summary of the problems facing the German people.
From a report submitted to Clemenceau on 13 May 1919 by the German Delegation
during the negotiations at Versailles.

SOURCE F
The greatest fraud in the history of the world is now being carried out in Germany, with the full support

returned from Germany, April 1922.

SOURCE G
The terms are in many respects terrible terms to impose upon a country. Terrible were the deeds which
it has to pay for. Germany not merely provoked, but planned the most devastating war the earth has
ever seen. It deliberately embarked upon it, not to defend itself against assailants, but to expand itself
at the expense of its neighbours. I cannot think of a worse crime.
The aim of the Treaty is to compel Germany, in so far as it is in its power, to restore, to repair and
to redress. Yes, and to take every possible precaution of every kind that is in our power against the
repetition of another such crime – to make such an example as will discourage ambitious peoples from
ever attempting to repeat the infamy.
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Lloyd George, speaking in Parliament, July 1919.

Step 2 - compare the sources, and list their provenance. Also note any historical context, and think why F and E disagree.
Message of E

Historical context

Provenance

The territorial losses will cripple
Germany, and make it unable to
feed its own people, let alone
pay reparations.

May 1919, from German
delegation. The treaty is close to
being signed, but the reparation
fee has not been agreed on yet.

The Germans are trying to persuade the Allies they are ruined by war and
the territorial losses, so cannot aﬀord to pay high reparations. It is biased
as it is clearly trying to influence the peacemakers so Germany gets
leniency.

Message of F

Historical context

Provenance.

Germany is lying when it says it
cannot pay reparations.

April 1922, from British
businessman. The reparation
figure has been set, but Germany
is struggling to pay.

The Germans can aﬀord to pay reparations and are lying when they say
they cannot. It is biased, as many in Britain felt DLG had not charged
reparations as highly as he should have. It is trying to stop any sympathy
for Germany.

Step 3 - start writing. The historical context is crucial in this question , and we must make sure we answer the question directly.
Start with a brief outline of each source, mention their disagreement, and then say why. source E says what it does.
Source E is a report from the German delegation to Clemenceau in May 1919, stating that the territorial losses will cripple
Germany and cause millions to die from starvation. Source F is a letter from a British business who has visited Germany and
claims he saw plenty of wealth and money in Germany. E says that Germany cannot aﬀord to pay reparations, whereas F says
Germany can. Source E’s purpose was to persuade the Allies that reparations were not possible- that Germany was already
economically crippled. This report was sent before the final reparation fee was agreed, and so the delegation was hoping that
they could persuade the Allies to set a low figure, or possibly to not have reparations at all. Source F was written after the
reparation fee had already been set by the reparations committee, and Germany was struggling to pay it. It’s purpose is to stop
people from feeling any sympathy for Germany, as they tried to avoid paying reparations. It is not surprising that the sources
disagree. We know that Germany was facing economic collapse at the end of WWI, and they were desperate to avoid heavy
reparations. Source F is heavily biased, and we know that many of the British public felt the treaty was too lenient, therefore
source F doesn’t make E surprising.
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that loss, enormous deliveries of coal to various Allied countries are imposed on us for ten years.

Level 7 Compares sources and explains why not surprised that the German delegation present
After the economic
things inrepression
this way. caused by the loss of her Merchant Fleet and her foreign possessions,[8]
Germany will no longer be in a position to import raw materials in sufficient quantities from abroad. As
a matter of course an enormous part of German industry would thus be condemned to extinction.
4

Study Source G. How far do you trust Lloyd George in this source? Explain your answer
After
a very
short of
time
would
therefore
no longer be in a position to provide bread and work
using
details
theGermany
source and
your
knowledge.
to its many millions of persons forced to earn their daily bread by trade and commerce.
Level 0 No evidence submitted or response does not address the question.
[0]
The Peace would impose upon Germany many times the number of human lives cost it by this war
of four years and a half. Those who sign this treaty, will sign the death sentence of many millions of
Level 1 Paraphrases/writes about the sources but fails to answer the question.
[1]
German men, women and children.
Level 2 Uses undeveloped provenance. Answer simply based on fact that he was the Prime
I believe that my duty, before beginning the discussion of other details of the treaty, is to bring to the
Minister.
[2]
attention of the Allied Delegations this summary of the problems facing the German people.
Level 3 Cross references to sources/contextual knowledge to check for agreement
[3–4]
From a report submitted to Clemenceau on 13 May 1919 by the German Delegation
e.g. shows that this is what the Treaty did.
during the negotiations at Versailles.
Level 4 Cross references to sources/contextual knowledge to check that the Treaty was justified
and therefore Lloyd George can be trusted.
[5–6]
SOURCE F
Level 5 Puts purpose into context to show that Lloyd George cannot be trusted as he is justifying
The greatest fraud in the history of the world is now being carried out in Germany, with the full support
his actions to Parliament
[7]
of its population. This fraud is being carried out under the very noses of the Allies. Germany is full of
e.g. he is making it appear tougher than it is.
wealth. It is humming like a beehive. The comfort and prosperity of its people amazed me when I was
there. Poverty is almost non-existent. Yet this is the country that is determined it will not pay its debts.
It is a nation of actors. If it was not for the fact that the German has no humour, one might imagine the
whole nation was carrying out a great practical joke!

Step 1 - read the source in detail. The date is very important, as is the caption.
From a letter published in a British newspaper from a businessman who had just
returned from Germany, April 1922.

SOURCE G
The terms are in many respects terrible terms to impose upon a country. Terrible were the deeds which
it has to pay for. Germany not merely provoked, but planned the most devastating war the earth has
© University of Cambridge International Examinations 2011
ever seen. It deliberately embarked upon it, not to defend itself against assailants, but to expand itself
at the expense of its neighbours. I cannot think of a worse crime.
The aim of the Treaty is to compel Germany, in so far as it is in its power, to restore, to repair and
to redress. Yes, and to take every possible precaution of every kind that is in our power against the
repetition of another such crime – to make such an example as will discourage ambitious peoples from
ever attempting to repeat the infamy.
Lloyd George, speaking in Parliament, July 1919.

© UCLES 2011
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We have examine the source, and look
at both the provenance and the
historical context.

Step 2 - note the message of the source, the provenance and historical context.
Message

Historical context

The treaty was harsh, but
justified because
July 1919 - treaty has just been
Germany was at fault and signed. Germany is outraged at
it will stop war from
the terms.
happening again.

Provenance
DLG promises to punish Germany but after re-election in
December 1918 he takes a more pragmatic view, and persuades
Clemenceau to compromise. However, he could not publicly seem
to be compromising, so he has to be seen to be tough, and that is
why he is justifying the treaty. Is very biased as he is trying to
explain his actions and stop any criticism.

Step 3 - Write! A brief outline of the source comes first. Remember that the historical context and provenance is crucial, as to
answer the question - can we trust what he is saying?.
Source G is a speech from David Lloyd George to Parliament in July 1919, where he says that although the terms are ‘in many
respects terrible’, they are nevertheless justified, because Germany was the aggressor, and such a treaty will stop history
repeating itself. It was written a month after the treaty was signed, and many in Germany were outraged at the terms. Lloyd
George is appearing before Parliament to justify the treaty, therefore the source is not very credible. We know that behind the
scenes, he worked to pacify Clemenceau, and made sure reparations were not as high as the French wanted. We also know that
he won re-election in December 1919 on the promise to ‘squeeze Germany until the pips squeak’, but once elected, showed
pragmatism in the peace conference as he wanted to trade with Germany in the future. As we know that Lloyd George changed
his views to suit the situation, we cannot trust what he says, especially as he has to justify the treaty to parliament.
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Study Source H. Why was this cartoon published in 1921? Explain your answer using
details of the source and your knowledge.
Level 0 No evidence submitted or response does not address the question.

[0]

Level 1 Surface description of source.

[1]

Level 2 Misreads cartoon (sees it as critical of Germany or says should be treated more harshly)
OR
Interprets cartoon or describes context but fails to use it as a reason for publication. [2]
Level 3 Explains context only (e.g. Reparations) but fails to explain message or purpose
OR
Explains a valid sub message.

[3–4]

Level 4 Explains big message (Germany dealt with too harshly).

[5–6]

We need to first find the message
and explore the provenance of
the source. Then we analyse that
in the context of 1921.

Level 5 Explains purpose of cartoon (to persuade people that reparations had to be reduced). [7]
Level 6 Explains purpose in context of 1921.

[8]

Step
1 - study
sourcetoo
H harshly
in detail.
Look
atofevery
aspect
cartoon,
including the date, and caption.
Germany
was punished
in the
Treaty
Versailles?
Use of
thethe
sources
to explain

6

Study all the sources. How far do these sources provide convincing evidence that
12

your answer.

[0]‘Indemnity’

means something you have to pay back.
The horse is Germany, struggling to touch the earth
Level 1 No valid source use.
[1–3]
because of the heavy load on its back. DLG is saying
Level 2 Uses sources to support OR reject the statement.
[4–6]to the Briand ‘perhaps it would pull better if it we let it
touch earth.’ It is criticising Britain and France for
Level 3 Uses the sources to support AND reject the statement.
[7–10]
expecting Germany to continue functioning with the
Up to 2 bonus marks for evaluation of sources (no more than 1 per source).
weight of reparations on its back. The fact that is just
mentions Britain and France implies it does not blame
Source use must be reference to source by letter, by provenance, or by direct quote. There must
be examples from source content. There must be an explanation of how this supports/does notAmerica for the heavy reparations, as Wilson wanted a
support the statement.
more lenient figure set. Also the fact that they have a
whip suggests that Germany has been enslaved by
Use ‘Y’ in the margin for each source support of the statement, and an ‘N’ for each source
the treaty.
rejection of the statement.

SOURCE
H evidence submitted or response does not address the question.
Level 0 No

YES
NO
A cartoon published in a British newspaper, 1921. The figures on the right are the
Prime
A BMinister
C E H of France, Briand, and Lloyd George. Lloyd
A D*George
F G* is saying to Briand,
‘Perhaps it would pull better if we let it touch earth.’
*Do not allow yes for either of these
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By 1921 the reparations
committee have set a figure for
the reparations.

Step 2 - Note the message, provenance and context. The ‘purpose’ is a combination of the message and provenance.
Message

Historical context

By 1921, the reparations
Germany cannot pay
committee have agreed a
reparations - they are too high figure and Germany has
started to pay.

Provenance

Purpose

It is a British cartoon, but
some in Britain were critical of
the treaty, especially the
reparations. It is biased
against the treaty,

To show people that Britain
and France are crippling
Germany with reparations,
and should be lowered.

Step 3 - start writing! Mention all your points above, and remember that your purpose + the historical context is the answer to
this question.

Source H is a British cartoon showing that Germany is struggling to pay reparations, as they are a huge weight on its back. The
purpose is to show people that reparations are too high, and that Britain and France must do something to reduce them. Lloyd
George and Briand are the only two pictured, showing that only they can do something about this problem, as America had
refused to ratify the treaty of Versailles in November 1919. The fact that Briand is holding a whip references the diktat of the
treaty, and how Germany is enslaved by it. It was published in 1921, by which time the reparation figure, £6,600 million, had
been decided, and a schedule for paying these reparations had been made. Germany was already struggling to make the first
repayments. Despite public support for the treaty in Britain, there were those who thought that the reparations figures were too
high, and were inviting future trouble. Britain already had German colonies (via a L of N mandate) and the eradication of the
German Navy, and many felt high reparations were unnecessary. Therefore this cartoon was published to show that reparations
were too high and should be reduced, so that Europe could get back to normality.
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Level 5 Explains purpose of cartoon (to persuade people that reparations had to be reduced). [7]
Level 6 Explains purpose in context of 1921.

6

[8]

Study all the sources. How far do these sources provide convincing evidence that
Germany was punished too harshly in the Treaty of Versailles? Use the sources to explain
your answer.
Level 0 No evidence submitted or response does not address the question.

[0]

Level 1 No valid source use.

[1–3]

Level 2 Uses sources to support OR reject the statement.

[4–6]

Level 3 Uses the sources to support AND reject the statement.

[7–10]

Up to 2 bonus marks for evaluation of sources (no more than 1 per source).
Source use must be reference to source by letter, by provenance, or by direct quote. There must
be examples from source content. There must be an explanation of how this supports/does not
support the statement.
Use ‘Y’ in the margin for each source support of the statement, and an ‘N’ for each source
rejection of the statement.
YES

NO

ABCEH

A D* F G*

*Do not allow yes for either of these

This is the only question in paper 2 that is always
repeated every year. If you have already made
notes on all the sources in questions 1-5, you will
save a lot of time on this question, as you already
know the messages and provenance of most of
the sources. We also need to remember to
‘evaluate’ - i.e assess the provenance of at least 2
sources, for 2 bonus marks. If we don’t do this,
the maximum marks we can get is 10/12. We
must mention all the sources, but we only need to
mention 3 in detail - ideally 2 for YES/ NO and 1
for the other side. We also need to directly answer
the question. It doesn't matter if we support or
reject the statement, as long as our conclusion
matches our argument and our evidence supports
our theory.

Step 1 - you should have already read all the sources in detail and analysed them, so now you need to go through each source
and think if it supports or rejects the statement. There are some sources that could be argued for either side, but certain
sources that can only be in either the ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ column (see above). Then you need to make a detailed plan. Decide which
sources you want to examine in detail, and make sure you examine the provenance in at least two of them, if not all three.
Remember that this question is not asking if Germany was punished too harshly, but if these sources provide evidence
© University of Cambridge International Examinations 2011
that Germany was
punished too harshly.
YES

NO

Conclusion

BCEH

ADFG

The sources provide evidence that
Germany was punished too harshly, but
only to a certain extent, but there is lots
of evidence that the treaty was justified.

In detail (including provenance
H,

A,G

Step 2 - start writing! Remember to stick to your plan, as otherwise it’s easy to lose focus. Tick oﬀ each source as you mention
it. Remember to answer the question directly. Don’t waste time with an introduction.
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Source H shows Germany struggling with the burden of reparations, labelled ‘unlimited indemnity.’ Briand and Lloyd George look
curious but hardly concerned. The cartoon is clearly stated that only Britain and France can do something about reparations and
the treaty, which have enslaved Germany. The size of the reparations also indicates that the treaty was too harsh. This cartoon was
drawn in Britain in 1921, when the reparation figure had already been released. Although the majority of the British public
supported harsh reparations for Germany, when the reparation figure was released, some felt it was too high, and would cause
future problems. Therefore this cartoon is biased and unreliable, as it’s purpose is to show that the treaty is unfair.
Sources B and C also support the idea that the treaty was too harsh. B is from Keynes, a British economist, and he claims that
‘nations have no right to punish the children of their enemies.’ Source C is a German cartoon showing that reparations are
starving Germany to death. The figure quoted - ‘one hundred billion marks’ was before the actual figure was released, in 1921, as
is there to show how unfair the reparations will be when they are finalised. Source E is of a similar theme - a report from the
German delegation in May 1919 saying how Germany cannot aﬀord to pay economic reparations as it is already in crisis following
the territorial losses - therefore the treaty is too harsh.
However, the rest of the sources disagree that the treaty was too harsh. Source A is from a textbook published in 2001. While it
acknowledges that ‘the standard view is that the reparations stand as evidence of a vindictive , short-sighted, poisonous
document,’ it also claims that ‘historians are increasingly coming to the view that the burden was never as great as Germany
claimed.’ As a source, it has the benefit of hindsight, and no obvious reason for bias, its purpose being to inform, not persuade.
Source G is Lloyd George talking to Parliament in July 1919. He also acknowledges that the treaty is harsh, but maintains it is
justified, as he blames Germany for starting WWI, a reference to article 231. In his view, Germany deserves everything it gets,
because they caused terrible damage to the world. Lloyd George was famously cunning and manipulative, and we know that we
cannot trust that his speech to Parliament reflects his true feelings. He won election on the promise of a harsh treaty, but then
acted to moderate Clemenceau’s desire for vengeance. Therefore Source G is clearly biased - he is persuading parliament that
the treaty is justified, but this viewpoint represents the common view in Britain and France at the time.
D is a British cartoon showing Germany being pushed into the peace process- they will not go willingly. The metaphor of
swimming on a summer’s day suggests that Germany is being reluctant for no reason; certainly it does not suggest that the peace
process is evil or unjustified. Source F is an outraged British businessman who claims that Germany is lying when they say they
cannot aﬀord reparations. We know that his view is exaggerated, because Germany was in economic peril at the time.
Overall, these sources provide evidence that Germany was punished too harshly, but only to a certain extent, and there is more
evidence that the treaty was justified.
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General Examination tips
• Apply your own knowledge! Feedback from Cambridge is that the vast majority of students don’t use their own
knowledge in this exam!
• Time management - don’t spend too long and write too much on the early questions, only to run out of time for
question 6. Take 10 minutes to read all the sources, which leaves you with 110 minutes to get 50 marks - 2
minutes per mark with 10 minutes to spare.
• Read very carefully what the question is asking you to do - make sure you understand what words like
‘compare’ mean.
• Make sure you know this unit very well! You know the topic in advance so you have no excuse for not being well
prepared.
• Don’t panic! If you do not understand a source, there are still 8 more! If there is a question you do not
understand, don’t waste the whole exam on it- leave it and move on.
• If you are finding it diﬃcult, that is because everyone does! - see the grade thresholds below.

Total marks A
50
32

B
26

C
21

D
17

25

E
13

F
10

G
7

Cartoons
These are not all the cartoons that are about the peace treaties, but the most common ones. The date and authors are not
included because Cambridge will add this information if necessary, and there are diﬀerent claims for the location of some sources.
The summaries are not meant to be memorised ; merely to give you an idea of what each source is about.

1) Cartoons in favour of the treaty

The Kaiser is being pushed oﬀ the
plank into the water by the Allies.
He looks reluctant. The caption
says ‘the finishing touch’. It
implies Germany is being forced
into the peace process, and will
not enjoy it. It may refer to the
Kaiser’s forced abdication (before
the allies would give an armistice,
or it could just refer to the fact the
peace is a diktat. Because
swimming on a nice day is a
pleasant thing, it suggests that
Germany is complaining for
nothing. The purpose is to show
Germany being forced to sign the
treaty, and its justified.
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Above: Germany complains about the reparations fee, exclaiming that it’s
nearly a quarter of what they would have asked for. This is possibly a
reference to Brest-Litovsk, which was far harsher than Versailles. Germany
remained so convinced that they would win the war that didn’t raise their
taxes, and rejected the 14 points as a basis for a peace treaty in June 1918.
The purpose is to show that Germany is being hypocritical when it complains.

Above: Britain and France act as the police, who are tying Germany up with
the ropes of justice. Germany is trying to wriggle out of the ropes - i.e her
punishment. The purpose is to show that the Germans are trying to get out
their punishment, which they deserve - the image of Germany as a criminal
shows that they have committed crimes.
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Left: Germany staggers out of the dentists after having their ‘treatment’. The
other central powers, Bulgaria, Turkey and Austro-Hungary wait for their turn
(Versailles was the first treaty to be made, as it was seen as the most crucial
issue). ‘No gas used in this establishment’ implies that the treatment was
painful, and could also be a reference to Germany using poison gas during
WWI. The metaphor of a dentist suggests that there is something wrong with
Germany. The purpose of this cartoon is to show that the other central
powers are surprised how harsh the treaty is, but its for their benefit.

Right: Germany is held by the Allies and force-fed the peace terms.
The Allies are saying ‘You’ve got to swallow it whether you like it or
not!’ referencing the fact that it is a diktat. The box says ‘worth
millions a box’ - showing both the power and richness of the Allies,
and the fact that it has cost them a lot to make this peace treaty (i.e
winning the war has come at a heavy cost). Again the metaphor of
medicine means that Germany should take the pill for their own
good - there is something wrong with them. The purpose of this
source is to show that the peace is a diktat, but a justified one.
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2) Cartoons not in favour of the treaty
Left: Germany is measured for execution. The fact that a guillotine is chosen
(a French weapon) implies that Clemenceau is behind this. He is also the one
measuring Germany. The purpose is clear, to show that the treaty will be the
death of Germany, and it is France’s fault.

Right: the big three force Germany to sign, under threat.
The caption says ‘ what else did we fight for, if not to
abolish militarism?’ It is saying that the Allies are
hypocritical because they claimed that German militarism
was the cause of WWI, yet here they are forcing Germany
to accept their terms with use of armed forces. The
purpose is to show that the Allies are hypocrites.
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Left: Germany has its blood sucked by Clemenceau the vampire. Germany is
represented by a lady, representing innocence. Clemenceau appears
half-human, and starved, implying he is desperate for blood. The purpose is
to show that the treaty will bleed Germany dry, and it is France’s doing.

Right: Clemenceau invites the German delegation to sit, but their chairs have
spikes and there are handcuﬀs on the table. This implies that the peace is a
diktat, which will be torture for Germany. Also the fact the scene is in a lavish
restaurant suggests that the Allies are rich enough that they don’t need
reparations, The purpose is to show the treaty will be a painful diktat.
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Right: ‘Indemnity’ means something you have to pay back. The horse is Germany,
struggling to touch the earth because of the heavy load on its back. DLG is saying to
the Briand ‘perhaps it would pull better if it we let it touch earth.’ It is criticising Britain
and France for expecting Germany to continue functioning with the weight of
reparations on its back. The fact that is just mentions Britain and France implies it
does not blame America for the heavy reparations, as Wilson wanted a more lenient
figure set. Also the fact that they have a whip suggests that Germany has been
enslaved by the treaty. The purpose is to show that reparations are impossible to pay.

Left: Germany is given a notice that they must ‘decide on our terms’. It
implies that Germany is being given too much input or leniency into the
peace process. At the bottom of the letter, it says ‘please remember that we
won the war!’. Unlike most of the other sources that are against the treaty,
this source is saying that the treaty is not harsh enough. The fact an Allied
bayonet is poking Germany implies that the Allies do not need to ask
Germany to decide the terms - they have the strength to do as they please.
The purpose is to show that Germany has too much say in the treaty.
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Right: The Big Three are oblivious to a child, the 1940 class, weeping. The
title is ‘peace and future cannon fodder’, predicting that the child (who will be
old enough to be a solider in 1940) is weeping because they know that they
will have to fight in a future war because of the treaty. ‘Cannon fodder’ means
to be needlessly killed by modern weapons. The Big three can’t see that the
treaty will guarantee future conflict. Clemenceau (‘The Tiger’) remarks
‘curious! I seem to hear a child weeping!’, but the Big Three do not seem
bothered by it. The purpose is to show that the treaty will cause future
conflict, and the Allies don’t realise this.

Left: A desperate Germany turns to Communism. Germany looks dejected, and an evil looking
Communist is pouring him a drink, saying ‘this will make you forget the peace terms.’ It is
implying that the peace terms are so bad that he may turn to Communism. The purpose is to
show the danger of the peace terms to Germany.
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